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Library News Update

“Good news I’ve heard from Heaven” – “Good News” by the Famous Ward Singers, 1959: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrRYI4nRxA

$$ Fiscal Year 2017-2018 Book Budget Update: The Political Science Book Budget for the new fiscal year became available in October. It is almost the same as last year’s: $4400. As of this date (June 11), the balance stands at approximately $2100.
The purpose of this feature is to briefly describe a Political Science-related database to which the library subscribes and of which you might not be aware. For a complete listing of Political Science databases click on the “Articles and Databases” tab on the Auburn University Libraries homepage (http://www.lib.auburn.edu/) and then under the “All Databases” heading click on the Databases by Subject link and then the Political Science link (http://www.lib.auburn.edu/find/bysubject.php#45).

Westlaw

This major legal information database has undergone a number of name changes in recent years such as WestlawNEXT (after having previously been known as Westlaw), and even the completely unrevealing Campus Research. This database has undergone several interface changes too.

Bewildering name and format changes aside, Westlaw provides full-text access to legal research that includes decisions and case law from the courts of all 50 states and the federal courts in addition to over a million unpublished cases; It provides full-text access to laws from all 50 states and federal statutes; federal regulations published in the Federal Register and the Code of Federal Regulations; American Law Reports; American Jurisprudence 2d; and law review and legal journal articles
Library Seminars

Click on the "Seminars" link located under the "Services" link located in the upper left hand side of the screen of the Auburn University Libraries homepage (http://www.lib.auburn.edu/) for registration information, etc. Seminars are free but registration is required.

Introduction to Data Management

This introductory seminar is intended for primarily graduate and undergraduate researchers who are learning about issues in data management for the first time. All sessions will cover data organization and formatting. More specialized, subject-specific topics are addressed based on the participants’ research areas.

Data Management: Tuesday, June 26: 3 – 4 p.m.

Data Management: Tuesday, July 3: 3 – 4 p.m.

Data Management: Tuesday, July 10: 3 – 4 p.m.

Data Management: Tuesday, July 17: 3 – 4 p.m.
New Book of the Month

While every book the library acquires is, I hope, of interest and value, this column features just one title chosen from the latest available monthly New Political Science Books list. The monthly list will continue to be sent via e-mail separately from this newsletter.
